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Monitoring and publication notes on eSchool4S network project implementation
progress
Conferences & Workshop to Present & Improve Products
Conference in Nyiregyhaza
The Nyíregyháza Conference aimed to show network results to a wider public and also to
bring in Hungarian ESD Network experiences.
In this case, the evaluation focused on satisfaction with results and the opportunity to
contribute expertise.
None of the Conference guests completed the feedback, but 13 consortium members
responded.
Expectations were met for 11 of the respondents and there was a high level of satisfaction
concerning opportunities to contribute. There was also general satisfaction with the potential
for application of experiences gained at the Conference for pedagogic work.
Further points targeted were Atmosphere & Communicated rated on a scale of 10 (highest):
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At this stage in the process it was important to look at the way in which communication was
working as a prerequisite for good co-operation leading to concrete results.
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Workshop in Sofia
The workshop aimed to look at the results of the first trialling phase and to work towards
enhancement for Phase 2.
Two of the core evaluation questions targeted satisfaction with outputs and clarity concerning
the next two stages of work:
Satisfaction with outputs
The satisfaction level was 91.7 % followed by these comments:
 The outcomes are in line with the obectives of the workshop. A lot of useful
information and inputs for further project implementation were provided.
 Yes, I think we brought up and discussed various issues which need attention.
 Our product is constantly increasing its quality.
 But still missing test teachers from Austria and Hungary
 Clear goals and deadlines is all I need.
 One more day for efficient workshops would have been fine.

It should also be mentioned here that the communication at this venue was rated much
higher than in Nyiregyhaza:
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